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Abstract. An alternative proof of the Ward-Takahashi identity for perturbative quantum electrodynamics is given which makes no use of a gauge
invariant regularization such as the Pauli-Villars loop subtraction or dimensional regularization. Instead, it is shown, in the presence of an arbitrary high
momentum cutoff Λ, that the exact W-T identity holds with an error of 0(1)
Λ ~ε with 0 < ε < 1. The proof involves a perturbative analysis of the Euclidean
functional integral for QED by the tree expansion method.
1. Introduction

A distinguishing feature of QED, and one which leads to considerable difficulties,
is its gauge invariant character. The action for classical electrodynamics has a
large symmetry group, known as the [/(I) gauge group, and this leads to the wellknown problem of a functional integral which is constant along orbits of infinite
volume, and is hence infinite.
The standard method for handling this problem is known as gauge-fixing. An
extra term is added to the action, which has the effect of introducing decay along
the gauge orbits. The original gauge invariance is broken, but is replaced by a
weaker invariance characterized by a functional equation known as the WardTakahashi identity. If the W-T identity can be demonstrated in the renormalized
perturbation theory, various important questions can be answered. For example,
it can be shown that the theory is perturbatively unitary and that the 5-matrix is
independent of the choices involved in gauge-fixing [7].
Thus, an essential part of the problem of perturbative renormalization of QED
is to demonstrate the W-T identity appropriate to the choice of gauge-fixing. A
formal derivation of the correct W-T identity can be obtained by a change of
variables in the unrenormalized functional integral provided the action has no
non-invariant terms other than the gauge-fixing term. The problem is to prove
that the identity one arrives at in this way actually holds after renormalization.
* Research supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
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The first treatments of QED [10, 5, 12,2] noted that non-invariant counterterms were apparently forbidden: This observation was made more concrete by
the identities proved by Ward [13] and generalized by Takahashi [11]. Their idea
evolved into what is now the standard solution of the problem [1, 3]. Working in
the presence of a gauge-invariant regularization for QED, we suppose inductively
that no non-gauge-invariant counterterms have been introduced up to the hih
order of perturbation theory. Then the W-T identity holds to order n + 1, by the
change of variables argument. But it can then be shown using this W-T identity
that no non-invariant counterterms are needed in order n + 1 . Examples of
suitable invariant regularizations are the Pauli-Villars loop subtraction [9] and
dimensional regularization [7].
The proof of W-T identities presented here is quite different, in that no use is
made of a gauge-invariant regularization. It is based instead on the following
intuitively obvious idea. QED, if it is to be gauge invariant, should, when
regularized in some arbitrary way by a cutoff with parameter TV and then
renormalized appropriately, satisfy an identity of the form

(1)

Q,
N

where W™ = 0 is the exact W-T identity and δ W goes to zero as the cutoff is
removed. This should be true because the regularized theories uniformly
approximate the non-cutoff theory. In fact, such a condition should be both
necessary and sufficient for the theory to be gauge invariant. A proof along these
lines has often been suggested, and is now feasible because of the development of a
powerful method for bounding perturbation theory known as the renormalized
tree expansion [6, 3]. The proof of the W-T identity given in this paper involves two
types of analysis: the first is a derivation of a functional identity of the form (1) for
the theory with cutoff TV, and the second is the detailed use of a variation of the tree
expansion estimates to directly bound the error term δ WN .
In this paper, we consider Euclidean QED where, to avoid infra-red
complications, we take a non-zero photon mass. By use of the method developed
in [8], it should be possible to extend the present approach to the special case of
zero mass photons and electrons. In Sect. 2, we state the W-T identity and indicate
how it can be derived formally. A sequence of regularizations is chosen in Sect. 3,
and the renormalized tree expansion estimates of [3] are reviewed. The approximate identity satisfied by the regularized theory is derived in Sect. 4, and a tree
expansion for the error term is proved. This tree expansion is especially simple due
to the special nature of the renormalization prescription adopted in Sect. 3.
Finally, in Sect. 5, tree expansion bounds are derived which show that the error
term in the approximate W-T identity vanishes as the cutoff is removed. This is the
main result of the paper.
The method developed in this paper should be applicable to pure Yang-Mills
theory (YM4), where it would yield a renormalization scheme without the need for
dimensional regularization. Such a scheme has been developed as part of a
constructive program by Feldman, Magnen, Rivasseau, and Seneor [4], but their
results, in particular for perturbation theory, are as yet unpublished.
This paper makes substantial use of the results of [3] and follows the notation
set down there.
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2. The Ward Identity
Euclidean quantum electrodynamics involves a vector field Aμ (which we take
with a non-zero mass) and spinor fields ψ, ψ with the partition function
exp

+i(3,A)2 + $m2pAμA'ί+ψ(-iίl + me + eAψ].

(2)

2

Here (d A) is a gauge fixing term,
4 = γ»Aμ,

(3)

$=y»dμ,

where the 4 x 4 anti-hermitian Euclidean Dirac matrices satisfy
yV + 5Ύ i =-2<5 μ v ,

(4)

and Fμv = dμAv — dvAμ and e is the bare electric charge. The free field photon
covariance is Dμv (x, y) = δμv ( — d2 -f m2p}~yl and the free field electron co variance
is S(x,y) = ( — i$—m^~yl . For convenience in what follows, we suppose that the
masses mp , me are > 1 .
Continuing in a formal way (i. e. by ignoring all questions of renormalization),
we introduce the external effective potential Ve(Φe), which is the generating
functional for the connected Green's functions amputated by the free field
propagators, by the functional integral
.

(5)

If we now consider changes of variables A = A', ψ = eieχψ', ψ = e~ιeχψ' in (5) for
arbitrary real scalar fields χ(x)9 we can arrive at the following Ward identity:
0=

~a" ^ - f dydx W(x) [**(*)<*(*>:>') +eS(χ>y) fa
[ieχ(x)δ(x,y) + efy(x) S(x,y)] :.

δV
(6)

The non-linear form of this identity is
Ve(A,ψ,ψ)=Ve(A

+ dχ,

(ί+eSfy)e-iexψ,ψeiex(\+efyS))
t

- *ψ:.

(7)

Even though the derivation here is formal, (7) is the identity we expect for the
renormalized effective potential.
3. Regularized QED
We now review the renormalized tree expansion for the renormalized effective
potential Ve. Following [3, Sect. 2], we introduce a logarithmic scale decomposition of the propagators
S=ΣS«\
h=0

h=0

(8)
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subject to bounds (for M > 1 a fixed number)
Mh\x\
h

M \x\.

(9)
(10)

The choice of scale decomposition is essentially arbitrary, but for concreteness
we take the α-parametric decomposition
1

Λ: 2 ,

(11)

Ih

£<*>(*) = (27Γ)-1 J d<*<*-2(i0+mj exp - αw 2 - (4a)-^2,
/h

(12)

where
j _ j i.-1™> -^
" ~{[l,oo)

) it /z > u;
if/z-0.

,,-,

U ;

For each integer N>0, the regularized free field propagators and measure are
N

N

h=0

h=Q

where we use ( , ) to denote the standard inner product on L2 (R4).
The renormalized regularized effective potential has the functional integral
V? (Φe) = log J dPN(Φ) exp V" (Φ + Φe) .

(16)

Here the bare interaction V^ is "local" and lies in the span of the following
monomials:
Vl=$:A A:9
3

(17)

4

F = ί:F F: ?
6

V2 = $:ψψ:,
5

V = $:ψ(-ifi>ψ: ,
2

7

V = \:ψ4ψ:,

2

(18)
(19)

V = $:(dΆ) :, V = $:(A A) :.

We write V§= V + δVN, where the unrenormalized part is V= — eV5 and the
7
N

itN

i

counterterms are δV = — ^ λ V . The counterterms are now completely
i=l

determined by the renormalization condition
=-eV5,

(20)

where L, the localization operator, projects functional of Φ onto the span of the
monomials V*9 ί = 1, . . . , 7. We will see the real reason for the particular choice
(20) in Sect. 4.
The renormalized tree expansion for V* is
Σ
n
τ
trees τ
\)
τ nontrivial

Σ Σ
h

Q
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where ρ is a choice of the label Rf of Cf for each fork/e J^ (τ) and h is a choice of
scale label hf for each/e J^(τ), subject to the ordering
/
- A<h
ί V^N
Λr

t(n

ί
ιΐ
f ρ^
f =R

f

(22)

and A π ( F ) = — 1 if .Fis the lowest fork of τ. The value Y (τ, ρ, h, Φ) is calculated as a
sum over connected Feynman graphs G whose vertices represent the interaction
— e$:ψ^.ψ:, whose lines represent either S(hf) or D(hf} or Shf or Dhf, whose legs
(external lines) represent fields Φ, and where τ defines a connectedness property of
G with respect to hard lines.
The crucial fact about this expansion is the following bound on the
contribution of a given graph G to Y (τ, ρ, h, Φ):
M(hf~h^d(Gf\

Π

(23)

/e^(t)

where the renormalized degree of divergence has the property that
^2

ifρf=C.

Here || || is a suitable measure of the size of the distributional kernel G represents.
One easily shows from (23) and (24) that the sum over h is bounded, uniformly in
the cutoff N. Thus the UV limit
N

Ve = lim V
N-> 00

(25)

e

exists as a formal power series in e.
It is now our goal to prove that the W-T identity is satisfied by Ff, with an
error which is 0 (M~εjv). It then follows that Ve defined by (25) satisfies the exact
W-T identity (7).
As a remark before proceeding, we note that these approximate W-T identities
do not imply that noninvariant counterterms are less divergent than their degrees
indicate. In fact, they get large for large N with their natural degree of divergence.
The correct intuition is this: The large noninvariant counterterms introduced into
δVN are necessary to approximately cancel invariance breaking terms caused by
the noninvariant cutoff.
4. The Identity for Ff
We now fix the cutoff N at some arbitrary value, and derive a functional identity
for V*. Many equivalent statements are possible, but the derivation here leads to
the most manageable formula for comparison with the exact identity (7).
We follow the formal derivation of (7) as far as we are able, and retain the error
terms which arise from the non-invariant cutoff, and the non-invariant counterterms in δVN. In contrast to the formal derivation, however, all manipulations we
do now are well-defined by virtue of the finite cutoff. Consider changing variables
in the functional integral by
= eieχ(x)ψ'(x),

ψ = e~ieχψ',

A = A'

(26)
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for χ any (bounded) smooth scalar field. We note that

iΦ4
(27)
i = 4.

and by a standard identity for gaussian measures
dPN(Φ) = cNdPN(Φ') exp-[:(r,e- te *V« ίβ V): +:(!?'. V v O O , (28)
where CN is a constant we ignore. If N = oo, [S^ l, e'eχ] = e f y , so we write
dPN(Φ) = dPN(Φ') exp - : (φ'.efaψ1) :
xexp-K^'.e-"*^ 1 , eίe*}ψ') . + :(ψ', e f y ψ ' ) : ] .

(29)

Insertion of these expressions into (16) yields the identity

~ίeχψe, ψ'
xexp-eV5(dχ,ψ',ψ')
xexp :W,(e->β*[Sϊ\

(30)

In the formal derivation of (7), eλ4 = λ5, δVN has no V2, V6 or V part, and so the
F5 terms above can be shifted into V + δVN. We do the same shift here:
(Φ')

N

[exp(V+δVN)(A'+Ae

5

(dχ,ψ' + e-ie*ψe, ψ' +

X

eteχΨe)-V5(dχ,ψ',ψ')]]

5
exp — (e λ4 - -λ )

xexp
2,6,7
,,

- W' + A., ψ' + e-ίe*ψe, ψ' + eίe*ψe)}\.
Let P

(1)

(31)

denote the operator

(32)

x=o

which extracts linear χ terms. We have

J : ψee*

ψe :

x exp [ΔN(χ, ψ, ψ) + δ/lN(χ, Φ+ Φe)]]

(33)
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where
1

Λ(χ9ψ,ψ)=-e$: ψ(x) [iSj (x,y) \χ(y) -/(*)]
(34)

-fa(x)δ(x,y)]ψ(y):dxdy

and
δAN(χ,Φ + Φe)=(λ4-λ5}V5(χ,Φ + Φe)+
with

£

Λ'K^Φ + ΦJ

V1 = 4f :(dχ A) (A -A):.

):,

(35)

i = 2,6,7

(36)

The first term WN of (33) clearly converges to the right-hand side of the Ward
identity (7) as N-* oo. To prove (7) it is sufficient to produce an O (M~εN) bound
on the second term δWN of (33).
We can write δWN as a sum over unrenormalized Feynman graphs,
constructed with V and δ V vertices, and exactly one insertion of either Δ or δΔ. As
we shall now see, there is a simple renormalized expansion for δ WN, similar to the
expansion (21) for Ve except with one F-insertion replaced by a zί-insertion. In
other words, we will show that the terms δΔ in (33) act as exact counterterms to
renormalize all subgraphs which contain the ^-insertion.
Lemma 1. The local parts L(WΉ) and L(δWN) are both zero.
Proof. Following [3, Sect. 4], in particular [3, Lemma 4.4], where properties of the
localization operator are discussed,
L[WN(χ,A,ψ9ψ)]

(37)

e ^ .

The renormalization condition says LV®= — eV5, and by use of the argument
which proves [3, Lemma 4.3], we find

= 0.

(38)

D
N

Corollary 2. The following renormalized tree expansion holds for δW :
A

l

'

(39)
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where exactly one endpoint of the tree τ represents a Δ-insertίon, and the remaining
endpoints represent V-insertίons.
Proof. In the proof [3, Theorem 2.3] of (21), the renormalized tree expansion, it
was necessary to verify the following conditions on the family of effective
potentials {»?},_!.....*:

i)
ii)
and to prove an inductive step relating FrN_ 1 to V? for r = 0, . . . , N. The proof here
is exactly parallel. From (33) we see that δW% = AN + δΔN satisfies
4 + span {^} l = 2 t 5 f 6 i 7

(40)

and Lemma 1 implies
Q.

(41)

The inductive step relating δW^1 to δW? is
00

?_ ! = δW? + Σ (m + 1) efr}(V?, .... V,N, δW?) ,

(42)

where the m th term involves the usual ra-h 1-fold truncated expectation. This
inductive step can easily be shown if δ W\s defined by the tree expansion (39) with
the root taken at an arbitrary scale r rather than — 1 . It only remains to show that

(43)
V

'

equals Δ plus local counterterms, verifying condition (40), and that the local part
of the right-hand side of (39) is the local part of

-1
which vanishes because Δ is a Wick monomial depending on ψ, ψ but not on ψe,
ψe, verifying condition (41). D
A priori, the renormalized expansion for SWN might have been much more
complicated than this: the relatively simple expansion here exhibits exact
renormalization cancellations because of the special renormalization condition
(20) and the careful choices made in splitting (33) into two terms. Using (39) it is
N
εjv
now possible to give a direct proof that δW is O (M~ ). Very roughly, it is clear
εN
that a J-insertion into a Feynman graph will be O (M~ ) if the graph is suitably
convergent: the renormalized tree expansion has the effect of rendering all
subgraphs suitably convergent.
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We now state the main result:
Theorem 3, Let G be a graph in the renormalίzed tree expansion for δ WN associated
with a tree τ. Then for any 0 < ε < 1 there exists a constant cε(G) such that
\\G\\^cε(G)M~εN.

(44)

lim δWN = 0

(45)

Therefore
and Ve satisfies the exact Ward identity (7).
5. Proof of Theorem 3
The renormalized tree expansion for Ff and δWN differ by the replacement of
exactly one vertex V = — e j : ψ (x) 4e (X) Ψ (*) •' by a vertex A which we write
A = -ίe f : ψ(x) AN(x,y)[χ (x)-χ(y)] ψ(y) : ,

(46)

AN(xyy)^S^(χ,y)-S-ί(x,y).

(47)

where
The kernel AN goes to zero as 7V-»oo provided it is integrated against
something sufficiently regular. But it turns out that the renormalized tree
expansion ensures this regularity and it is possible to prove Theorem (3) by
essentially pure power counting. We shall find a bound for an arbitrary graph G
contributing to δWN by direct comparison to the bound
||G||^4(G)Σ
h

Π Mί(G')(*'-*'«")

(48)

fe&(τ)

for a corresponding graph G which contributes to Ff . Recall that in (48)
\
£2

iΐQf = R
iΐρf = C.

and that hπ(F} = 0 for the bottom fork of τ.
The graph G is obtained from G by the following "local" replacement
4

Δ

S,
z

SΓ
z'

—ru

_

>

S,
9

(50)

which we suppose occurs at the fork^. Let {f0 ,/i,... 9fn = F} be the chain of forks
hanging down from f0 to F, and let their scales be h{ = hfi.
In the unrenormalized case we write the value of G and G as follows:
(51)

',γ)Π(x,x\y)
G=-e\dxdx'dzdy Sl(x,z)

4(z)SΓ(z,x')

xK(x9x'9y)Π(x9x',y),
(52)
where the kernel K and Wick monomial 77 are the same in both formulas.
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Note that due to the presence of the difference χ (z') — χ (z) in Δ , a zeroth order
localization applied at any of the forks f{ is zero. This fact is used to improve the
.R-operation for free at these forks: When the superficial degree is δ{ ^ — 1, Rfi is
defined to be a first-order Taylor subtraction instead of the identity operation.
With this modification we can afford to treat the χ(z') and χ(z) terms of (51)
separately.
Consider the term of G containing χ(z'): After doing the z integral we have
j RlN(x, z') χ (z') Slf (z', x') K(x9 x'9 y) Π(x9 x',y) dxdx'dz'dy ,
where

(53)
(54)

RIN^S^AN.

For a soft line / of scale h^N, the Fourier transform of R is
£w(/0 = ^V) = [exp-M- 2 <»-VΠexpM- 2 V-l]
If / is a hard line of scale h < N then
RlN(p) = RW(p)^RΪh+1(p)

-RZh(p),

(55)
(56)

but for h = N,

R(NN)(P) = 1 + exp - M-2 V - R^N(p) .

(57)

(

Taking care of the delta function in R ^(x9y) requires some delicacy in the proof.
It is easy to verify the following bounds
Mh\x-y\
4
4
/ d \ni
for any 0 < ε ^ 2, where d" = f] ^— and \n\= Σnί

(58)

Of course, the delta

function in R(^ does not satisfy (58) but the two other terms in R^ do. We see
that, except for the delta function in R(^\ all Klines have bounds consistent with
standard power counting dimension 4 = 3 + 1, times a decay factor Mε(h~N\ The
extra + 1 in the dimension of Λ-lines compared to S-lines is to be expected if we
think of Δ as a dimensionless vertex. This extra + 1 is compensated by extra
renormalization derivatives at the forks f{ which occur because in the definition of
localization at these forks, the exterior field χ has dimension 0 compared to 1 for
Ae . We can immediately conclude that, except for a delta function term which
occurs if / is a hard h = N line, (51) has the bound

h

(59)

/

where
-

=
(60)

Now ht = hj for some 0 ^ I ^ n, and we distribute the factor Mεl" down the tree
fιomf,tofn:
'"+ 1> >
(61)
;=/
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(where hn+1= 0). Since δ(Gf) + s < 0 if ρf = R, provided we take 0 < ε < 1, (59) is
bounded by
O (1) M~εN
for any 0 < e < 1.
(62)
When / is a hard h = N line, we still have the delta function term to worry
about, which in the unrenormalized case looks like this
f *(*) 5Γ (x, xf) K(x, x'9 y) Π(x, χ'9 y) dxdx'dz'dy.

(63)

This corresponds to a graph with one fewer V-vertex than G, and with an extra
external field χ attached at one vertex. Unfortunately, there is no completely
trivial reason why this contribution is small for TV large, but in fact a factor M~εN
can be extracted. The only way to see this seems to be to analyse the different ways
this term is renormalized.
The line /enters at the fork/j, and hl — N. By the scale ordering on the tree τ, all
the branches emanating upward from^ join to endpoints or C-forks but not to
.R-forks, and thus the generalized vertices of the reduced graph gfj are all local.
Also by the scale ordering, we know that/}, defined to be the highest ^-fork with
/ ^ /, has scale N.
Suppose gfl has v local vertices v ^ 3, one of which is a Δ-vertex or δΔ
counterterm. The delta function contribution converts gfl into a graph, call it hfl,
with v — 1 ^ 2 vertices. We can think of hfl as coming from a graph H with
standard power counting

Xh Π/ M ' (H/)(ft/ ~ ftπ(/))

(64)

However, because the fork/} is at the fixed scale TV, and δ(Hf) ^ — 1 < — ε, the
n

factor Mδ(H^)(hj~hj + ί } can be replaced by M~εN f j Af β ( Λ ~ h '+l). Just as before
ί=J+1
the result is an O(l)M'εN bound.
Suppose, finally, that there are exactly 2 local vertices feeding into gfl, one of
which contains the zl-insertion. In this case, one can easily check that a Taylor
derivative Tfl will always give zero for the term coming from the delta function in
R(u\ But we have argued that there is at least one Taylor derivative acting at/},
whether ρfl = RoτC. Therefore, there is no contribution to G in this case, and we
have proved the bound
\\G\\^0(i)M'εN
(65)

for any 0 < ε < 1.
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